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u CH&PTER 5

Authors A10 Robert Jo Mdlar
THE FBRIGATION OF DIQDE5 ANW TRANSISTORS

gbstrgt - The preparation of germanium eilicon single crystals
is described from the chemical ‘purification and zone refining to the
crystal growing and doping‘-, Examples of both the techniouee and the
equipment used‘ are givene Next; the formation of PN junction by
direct growing, alloying, and ‘diffusion methods ie explained. Special:
emphaeie is placed on the fabrication ofpractical diodes and tran~
sisters. The attachment of ohmic. and rectifying metal—eemiconiuctor
contacts is also CQV$I°$do Solderedg bondedé, and deposited contacts
are includede Laetlyg the surface trea@nt and encapsulation of
completed devices is briefly consideredo
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chepter is.not so much to describe the exect
processes used in menufecturing semiconductor devices, but to show
the feasibility of producing extreedy pure materials and seemingly
comlex structures on e production scales In view of thisg the chapter
will bring out some of the more important processes used in preparing
end purifying semicoductor msterielse Moreoverg the growing and
doping of high quality crystals will be covered, and some of the
techniques currently employed in fabricating PN'junction devices will
be explained» This will include direct growingg alloying; end dif-
fusion techniques es epplied to diodes end two junction trensistors.

it the present times the only semiconductor materials use to
eny spprecieble extent ere germanium end silicone '0f these; the
technology_of germeniu is fairly well developed; with silicon
lagging behind somewhet beceuse~of handling difficulties associated
with its highxmelting points This chspter will_be confined to
these two materials» Other compounds, ioeo silicon carbide; gallium
ersenide, end indium entimonide@_heye lindted application; but it
is difficult to obtain good quslity crystals so they ere of minor
imortence and will not be covered here.

Pamnsinou AND PURIFICIATI on
-1

Before s semiconductor is suitable for use in s diode or tren-
sistorg the impurity concentration must be reduced to less than one
pert per hundred million . Prior to theYtrensistor@ this degree oft
purity could only be realized using chemical methods on e laboratory
sceleo However, intensive research hes.resulted in new techniques
which can be applied to the mess production of extremely pure semi-
conductor meterielso

Gegmeniums Germanium csn be purified chemically by the frectionel
distillation of the voletile liqidg germanium tetrschloride (boiling
point: 83°C)» Germenium tetrachloride decomposes on contact with
wster into insoluble germenium.dioxide, and the dioxide can be reduced
to elementel germanium by pessing hydrogen gss over it in e rduction
furnace operating st 650060 Using this process, germanium of extre-
ordinery purity can be obtained» However, before it cen be used in
semiconductor devices, it must be refined furthers -

Most of the impurities'remsining in germanium efter chemical
purification ere more soluble in molten germenium then in the '

solid. Therefore, when molten germenium.is oooledg these impurities
will tend to stay in the melt es the meteriel freezese This suggests
e method for further purificetiono This isg if e rod of molten
germanium is progressively solidified down its length, that portion
which solidified first will have e lower concentration of impurities»
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nutAmvuam SE6REGAT\ON cos? NT Pom

TYPE 0 0 ~ - ~

MEI-TlNC'r BOHJNG

Germ0,n\'uM S'|Iic.0n °C. °C _;_(__

Boron” P 20? 0.0 2500 27550“?

A\um'mum P 0-\ 0.004 eeo 1000

(yqium P iO.\W 0.0l 918 I600

\nd'\um 0 P 0-00\ 0.0004 :55 I450

Phosphorus
Q N 0.12 0.55 4+ 100

r . i , ~

Arsenic N 0.05 i*c>§? ~ 015 an 5
An m_Qng N O. O03 0.04 - 630 I380

F __

1
‘ \

Zinc P 0.o\” W— 430 >001
1

Copper P 0.00001 ——- 1065 1000??

Gold P 0.00001 0.00005
‘ 1065 2000

0 l

WON P 0 0.00000\ ‘-"— 5535 3000

Tabla 5,1, Pmrsical C0nsta.n"bs 01' Iwuritias Frequ0nt1y m00zmt0r@é in
S0'm;i00n.du,0"t0r W0::2'k;
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This portion of the rod could be cut off end the process repented
until e materiel of the desired purity wes obteined.

One disadvantage of this system is thst the rod must be removed
from the furnace after eech successive freezing to crop off the con-
temineted end» This is complicsted by the fect thet germenium must
be melted in en inert etmosphere beceuse it resets with oxygen et these
temeretures to form germanium dioxide; Hence? this process will be
time consuing since the furnece,must be purged to remove oxygen
before heat is sgsin applide This difficulty is overcome by the
zone refining processe

gone Refining” it the present time, zone refining is used in
the purification of precticslly ell electronic grsde germenium. In
this process, e nerrow moltennsone islpsssed down the length of s
germeniu her. The impurities tend to stey in the melt so they too
are cerried down the berg An edventsge of this system is that men
pssses can be mde without removing the her from the furneceo

A drewing of e zone refiner is given in figure Solo The
germanium is contained in e quartz boet which_is inserted into s
quartz tubes The tube is seeled end purged with nitrogen; end
then filled with en inert gees Ges flow is meinteined throughout
the pnocess~to prevent the seepage of oxygen into the systeme
Molten zones ere crested in the germenium by rsdietion from
hosting coils» These zones ere confined by the use of heat
shields between the coils. The regions between the coils is
left open to fecilitete cooling of the germanium between zonese

After the molten zones hsve been esteblished, the host is
slowly pulled down the tubeo The germeinum psssing under the coils is
then melted, end that pessing out from the coils is cooled by
radiation end refreezeso Therefore; the molten zones move down the
her; carrying along the impuritieso The process cen he recycled
by removing heeter power end returning the boet two its original
position» After seversl pssses, the impurities will he con-
centreted'et one end of the ingots Normellyg shout 90 percent
of the bar will have edequete puritys

The nuber of posses required is determined by the neture of
the impuritiese The greeter their solubility in molten germenium
es compared with the solid, the more effective will be the process.
This chsrecteristic is described for e given impurity by the
segregetion coefficient which is the retio of its solubility in
the solid germanium to its solubility in the liquids The seg—
regetion coefficient of seversl impurities frequently encounterd
in semiconductor work ere given in teble 5-19 ‘

T

Fortunately, true chemical purity is not elmeys requiredo
Impurities thet do not produce current carriers ere of little

sen
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consequence es long es their concentration is low enough so that they
do not produce excessive distortions in the crystsl'structure@‘ It is

’ believed thst with zone refining some impurities such es boron, which
hes s grester solubility in solid germanium, ere not removed but are
convertd to their respective oxideso In this stete they do not
produce current carriers since the outer shell electrons ere tied up
in producing e single, oxide moleculo¢

' The purity of e semiconductor sample can easily be determined
by measuring its resistivity end comparing it with the theoretical
intrinsic resistivity of the m&tGPi&lo With zone refining, neer
intrinsic resistivities can be obtained by making e large number of
pessesc

.§iliCOno Chemicel purification of silicon con be accomplished,
es with germeniunn by frsctionel distilletion of volatile silicon
tetrachloride. The pure silicon tetrachloride is then reduced to “

elementel silicon by exposure to metelic zinc at high temperetures@'
The reection product, zinc chloride, is voletile st these temperatures
end is drawn off. The excess zinc con be removed in subsequent oper-
etions by eveporetion since its boiling point is lower then thet of
$iliCQnc

AFurther purification of silicon is difficult so the chemically '

pure silicon is frequently used "es is"¢ Zone refining hes been tried,
but it does not give eny significant improvement. This is partially

V due to the high segregation coefficient of most imurities in silicon
“ end the contamination of silicon by its container,

.

" YHigh purity quartz is ebout the only satisfactory materiel that
can be used to contein molten silicon; The reaction between‘qusrtzt
(silicon dioxide) on molten silicon to produce silicon monoxide pro-
ceeds slowly. However, molten silicon tends to take on impurities
from the quartz; and it will else stick to quartz upon cooling
ceusing frequent breekege of containers»

A process thet hes been used to produce high quality silicon is
fleeting zone P$finiHgo The epperetus is shown in figure 5»2° A
silicon rod is vertically supported at both ends within e seeled
quartz tubee A single molten zone is established in the rod by e
RF induction hestero The molten zone is contained by surface tension
so there is no conteiner problems In operation, the heating coil is
reised slowly, carrying the molten zone and the impurities to the
upper end of the bere

Only one zone can be maintained in the bar st one time so e
lsrge number of passes ere required to obtein the required purityc
Boron, which is frequently found in silicon, cennot be removed in
any reesoneble number of posses beceuse of its high segregation
coefficiente However? it can be removed chemicelly by pessing
hydrogen gee setureted with ueter vapor through the epperetus
during operatione

5=6
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I 7

CRYSTAL GROWING

Normally, when a molten semiconductor is cooled, freezing will
start at several points; and a number of separate crystals will be
formedo This polycrystaline material isiuseless for the fabrication
of diodes and transistors because extensive discontinuities exist at
the interface between crystals.~ However, if the melt is seeded with
e single crystal and cooled in such a way that freezing proceeds
around the seedg the atoms of the molten material will build onto
the seed crystal and.produce a single crystals This process is
referred to as crystal grgginge l ’

Germanium crystals are usually grown in a crystal puller like '

that shown in figure 5030' Similar equipment can be used for growing
silicon crystals; except that the graphite crucible must be replaced
by quertze T v

‘ In operation, a seed crystal is lowered into contact with ‘

molten germanium.which is heated just above its melting point (960°C)@
That portion of the melt in contact with the seed will be cooled
by conduction to the seed holer so freezing will begins is the
seed is withrawn slowly (a few inches per hour) a rod of single
crystal germanium will be growne

The diameter of the grown crystal depends on both the melt
temperature and the pull rate so these quantities must be care-
fully controlledo The seed crystal is rotated during the pulling
operation to promote uniform growth»

>

Silicon single crystals can also be grown using the floating
zone apparatus illustrated in figure 5920i Although it has its» ' -

disadvantages§ this system eliminates the container problem associated
with silicon. To produce a single crystal, the lower support is
seeded before the silicon rod is insertedo Then, es the floating
zone is raised, silicon will refreeze on the seed producing the
desired single crystal»

‘ Since defects in a semiconductor crystal introduce recombination
centers, the quality of a grown crystal can be determined from measure-
ments of the minority carrier lifetimee The lifetime can be measured
by creating hole electron pairs in the crystals ioaog with a pulse
of light, and measuring how long these carriers contribute to con-
duction through the crystal» lfg for examle, an intrinsic crystal
is exposed to light its conductivity will increaseo after the light
source is removed, conductivity will fall off exponentially because
of carrier reoombinatione The time required for the conductivity
change to decrease to one half its value is an indication.of the
minority carrier lifetimes

' see



Dagingo l samic@n&u@tor can ta dmpa by tht additi@n mf @@wt&lnimpurities tn the malt uring the @rystal.pulling aperatieno The
impurity @t@ms will grmw intm tha trystal taking the pl@@e @f germanium

' or silinn atams in th@ @PVst@l stru@tuP@Q Bmrwng Qluminumg galliumg
and indium will pr@n@@ P%$yp@ Q$§@€8lS mtil@tph@$pt@@s9lawsanlw, and
antimcny wlll yield Nwtypa crystalso Gthar impuritias @@m be used far
dopingg but they g@n@r@ll§"pr@du@@ Qmmplsx elsctran stPu@tur@s in
forming @0v@l@nt bwnao Thiw gives ris@ ta r@@@mbin@ti@n tentevs in
the crystalo

The tunegntratlnn Gf tha impurity in the grown @Pytt@l will
normally b@ lwwer than that in tha melt t@@&us@ @f‘impurity sagraw
gatiano The sagregatlcn @@@ffl@i@nts given in table 501 are far

f sl@wly>gr@wn @ryt@lsQ lnereaaing th@ grmwth rate will alas incrase
i th@ segregatian c@effi@i@nto The @m@unt sf in@re@s& will depsmi

on tha elements impurltits with law s@gr@gat1@n @@@ffi@i@nts aregenerally more sensitive ta grwwth fateo If tha tyatal is grawnrapidly enoughg impurity segrtgatinn will net t@k@ pl@@@ s@ thaimpurity @onc@ntr@ti@n in the crystal will aqual that in the malto

The best impuvity'f¢r a particular applicatimn is &@termln@d
by many factorsg in@luding $egr@gati@n @@@ffi@ient§ tht maximumselubility of the impurity in the cnystalg and its bailing pcinto
Far heavy wpingg an impurity with a high s@greg@ti@n cweffitient
and high s@lubility'must be ua@d@ Far light npingy an impurity
with Q l@w s@gPeg@ti@n Qoefficient is dtsirabla inca it wwul bediffi@ult t@ m@@sur@ tha axtfamely small quantity cf impurity
Peqpirgd if @n@ with a high $@gPegati@n @@@ffl@ient were Sao Theboiling p0iRt is @150 impr@t&ntO If a vmlatile @lement such as
ph©sph@rus it added t0 the malty most 0f it will be last by evap@ .eraticno This can @&us@ eantaminatian @f th@ @ryst&l puller which
would affect subsaqusnt Qperatimnao

JUN€TlN FGRM&TlON

Th@Pe ara s@v@r@l.diff@rsnt methas available far making PM
juneti@ns using variant &@ping techniqpeso For examplag & trystal
ean ha directly doped during grtwth tw pr@du@@ a PN junttiwng 0?impuritias @@n samehww b@ added ta a gr@wn Qryttal pF@u@ing &'junatian Q5 with the allwytar dlffu$i@n §T©@@$$@$o Fr@qu@ntly$
as Q rasult of thase pr@@@sses9 a partiaulaf $@@ti@n @f a S@mi=
c@ndu@t@r will Qontain both d@n@v and a@c@pt@r impuritiaso Whenthis is the case? the carrier typ@ will t@ detarmined by whi@h@
ever impurity is present in @X@@SSO If dame? impuritias are pP€§@ntin a crystal @@ntaining an @X©@3$ sf &@@€ptQF impurities, thay willnot cantribute ele@tP@n Qurrent carriers t@ the @ry$talQ lnsteadg
the fr@@ elactrens supplied by the d@n@r @t@ms will be use ta
compl@t@ the @@valent bads mf saws a@@@pt@P &t@mS@ Thusg th@
presente 0f d@noP impuritl@s in a Pwtypg Qvystal will r@da@@ thg

1



effective number of acceptor impurities by providing electrons which
fill vacancies in the cevalent bcnso

The presence of two impurity types in a single cryetel will not
produce any £1111 effects es lcng es the total imprlrity eeeneentretion
is kept sufficiently low, If, h§YW©'V®l?’, the total ixmrmity concentration
becomes too high both the carrier mobility and the menority carrier
lifetime of the crystal will be reuce by the localized fields of
the impurity atoms.

Birect  g A PM junction can be made by directly deping the
melt dining crystal motrth, In this process the melt is doped with
e. single impurity and e. length of crystal gl°@W-E13 ‘Then an impurity
ef opposite type is eddel to the melt in sufficient quantity to
reverse the cmrier type in the grown nbystelo This predncee e"PN
junction at the point of irmpnrity reversal, Several junctions can
be formed on e. single bar by alternetely reversing the impurity type,
but the quality of the junctions will be progressively degradw d.-ne

to the buildup of compensating itmvrities, This preblem can be ever-»
come by placing two erneiblee side by side in the crystal mewing
apparatus, The melt in ene crucible is doped with Petype impxrity
and that in the other with a Netype impurity. The seed crystal is
dipped into the rst crucible, and e length of P=-type crystal is
grown, It is then tithéretm and éipped. into the othw erncible,
so e length of _’N==»type material can be grown, This process can be
repeated, and e large mmber of jmctions gown. ~

Direct doping can also be used in the preduction. oi‘ transistors.
Again the carrier type in the grown wystal is centrelled by the
addition of impurities to the melt during @“owth, The collector is '

green first and is lightly doped te reduce the amount of impurity"
required to prodnee a reversal when thebase is green, Thisis
necessary because the perfermence of e transistor is geetly effectw
by the minerity eerrier lifetime in the base, The emitter, which
is grown lest, is heavily doped to give ‘good injection efficiency;

After the mitter is @°o'en, the melt is left heavily dopm
so the precess cannot be repeated‘, Again reversing the impurity
type would give an excessive imurity concentration and weuld
deteriorate crystal quality, Thie ehertceming can be overcome by
using the two (or three) crucible system. ‘

A gveded junction is usually formed with direct deping because
of the slewness of the grmrth pi“@OeSS., Furthemcre, e wide range
ei‘ resistiyities can be obtained without corwlicetion since this is
done merely by the edditien of appropriate amolmts cfimpuritiee,
Finally, a large number of devices can be made from a single ingot
by slicing out a section centeining the jnnctien end dicing it ~

inte inriividuel units,

5-=19
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Rate Growinge In the rate growing process, both donor and acceptor
impurities are present in the mlto One impurity is mode to dominate
over the other in the grown crystal by changing the growth rate»

As shown in figure Sch, the segregation coefficient of antimony
increases markedly with crystel growth rate, while that of gallium is
practically constant over the range shown, If both these impurities
ere present in e germeniu melt,their relative concentretions in the
grown crystal will depend on the growth rate» If the melt is properly
doped, an impurity reversal can be obtained by changing the growth cute
such that rapid growth will produce en N—type crystal and slow growth
will produce s P-type crystal,

This method is particularly applicable to the formetion of trans
sistor junctions» An N-type crystal is produced by rspid growth,"but'
the growth rate is intermittently slowed to give e P—type bese as
shown in figure 505e, Using this system msny sets of junctions can
be produced in a single ingot by periodically slowing the growth reteo

It is advantageous to produce the base during slow growth because
the bese region is most sensitive to crystal quelityo Slow growth
reduces both the total impurity concentration and the likelihood of
grown-in imperfections, such as missing atoms,

The usual method employed to slow the growth rete in tren-
sistor production is to increase the temperature of the melt» This
causes the germanium to freeze less rapidly» If the melt tmpereture '

is increased enough so that e portion of the grown crystal is remelted,
en abrupt junction will be produced as shown in figure 5.55. This A

happens because the gradual junction produced es the temperature
increased is melted Qffo The second junction will be formed us the
melt 600150 Impurity reversal will teke plece gradually and e graded
junction will be producedo

The advantages of the rete grown transistor eploying neltbsck
should be notedo A graded impurity distribution is grown into the
base giving en accelerating drift field, nd the collector junction
is graded which results in e lowered collector cepecitence end e
higher maximum collector voltages

With rete growing e greet degree of control over the bese width
and resistivity profiles is possible, but it is difficult to realize
the low emitter resistivities necessary for high injection efficiencies
at high current levelso This is fixed by the segregation properties
of the impurities usedo For this reason, rate growing is used primarily
for the production of low power, medium—frequency transistors.

Rate growing can also be used for making junction diodesm In
this csse the growth rete is usually eltered by changing the rate of

5=l2
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withdrewl although temperature control may be employede The letter
method usually results in alternate junctions having somewhat different
characteristics» This is especially true if any emount of meltbeck
takes pleceo igein e disadvantage of rete growing is the limited ”

resistivity ranges The low resistivities necessary for high conductance
diodes cannot be reelizede However, the greet degree of control
possible over junction cherecteristics, particularly in producing '
grded junctions, makes the system attractive for some epplicetions
requiring high reverse voltage or low junction cepscitsnceo

Rmelt Junctionso The remelt operetion is performed on e good
quality germanium crystel thst hes been doped with both gallium and
antimony, but with antimony in excesso One en of this her is heeted
causing it to melts After about half the her has been melted, the
heet source is remove; en the her is allowed to refreeze slowlys
As the slow regrowth proceeds, an impurity reversal takes place because
much less antimony will go into the crystal st the slow growth rates
Thus, e PN junction is produced at the furthest penetration of the
molten zone es shown in figure 5°60

After the regrowth proceeds for some distance, the impurity
concentration in the melt will increase greatly since ell the impu—
rities do not grow into the crystals This is especially true for :

entimonye Therefore, near the end of the bar, which is lest to
freeze, the antimony will again dominate end e second junction will
be produced. There will be e considerable distance between these
two junctions so the structure is not suitable for use in transistorss
However, if the second junction is cropped off, the remelt junction
cen be used in the fabrication of diodes.

Remelt transistors cen be mede by attaching one end of the
double—doped bar to e heet sink while the other is hosted stronglyo
After about helf the bar hes melted, the heat is removed» it first
the her will refreeze slowly, but rapid freezing will soon take
over because of conduction to the heet sinks Impurity segregation
takes plece in the slow regrowth region (about O@0Ol inch wide) so
en sbrupt junction is produced es shown in figure 5870 However, es,
rapid freezing takes over, the impurities do not segregates Instead,
they grow into the crystel in their original concentration» This
produces e second junction close to the firsts As shown in the figure,
this junction will tend to be grededs "

Reasonably nrrow junctions can be obtained with reproduceble
results using this processo Furthermore, e graded base with its
associated accelerating field is produced“ Because this is essentially
e rete—growing process, similar limitations on the range of resistivities
obtainable are presente Hence, the remelt technique is used in practice
for low power trsnsistorss
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glloyinge The formation of an alloy junction is illustrated in
figure 5.89 A low melting point P—type impurity such es indium is placed
on e lightly doped N—type germanium wufero The assembly is heated in
en oven containing an inert atmosphere» The indium will melt and take’
some of the germanium into solutions The assembly is then cooled, reducing
the solubility of germanium in the molten indium, This ceuses the dis-
solved germanium to recrystelize on the N—type wafers In recrystalizing
the germanium will take along e considerable amount of the P—type impurity
so a junction will be formed between the recrystnlized germanium and the
N-type wafer.

The depth of the elloy junction is determined by the mexiu temper-
ature used in the process» The solubility of germaniu in moten indie
increases with temperatures Thus, at higher temeretures more germaniu
will be dissolved en the penetration will be deepero Time of exposure
at this temperature has little effect on the shape of the junctions

It is necessary for the molten inium to wet the crystal surface
for successful elloyings in ohmic contact will be formed between the
indium and the crystal in eny unwet arses» A soldering flux is usunlly
applied to the crystal surface to remove surface oxides and promote
wettingc Gnly that eras beneath the indium is fluxd so”thet’the'indium
does not spread when hestedo s ,

PN junctions can be alloyed to e P-type crystal using N-type elloyso
Arsenic and antimony here been used, but these materials are brittle
and do not wet germanium easilyc Qther materials such as lead can be
aded to the alloy to improve the mechanical properties, end with proper
fluxing the alloy can be made to wet the germanium» Nonetheless,
better results are usually obtained with indiu so P—type alloy junctions
ere prefered for most epplicetionse _

The low resistivity of the recrystelized region makes the alloy
junction well suited for high conductance diode rectifierso The
ebrupt junction, characteristic of the alloy process, is somewhat of a
disedventege in epplicetions requiring high inverse voltegeso

In one type of power diode (figure 509s) en ecceptor impurity
(indium) is alloyed to one side of a high resistivity N-type wafer,
producing e PN junctions A donor impurity (arsenic) is elloyed to
the opposite side of the wafer producing n NN*FjunctionQ Rectification
takes plece at the PN junction, which has a low fcruerd resistance
because of the very low resistivity of the recrystelized P regiono
Current flow across'the junction is largely due to the injection of
holes from.the P regions The high resistivity base crystal serves to
widen the depletion region, thereby permitting high inverse voltegess
The second alloy junction provides an ohmic contact to the bese
crystal and lowers the forward resistance by ghbgtoninglthg Qurgnt
peth through the high resistivity meterielo
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Alloy junction diodes are generally used in low frequency power
applications requiring very low forward resistances When low junction
capacitance or high reverse voltage is the important consideration,
the graded junctions produced by other methods are more desirableo

in alloy junction transistor is made by alloying junctions to
opposite sides of e thin high resistivity wafer (figure 5¢9b); The
collector junction is usually made about three tines larger than the
emitter junction to improve collection of carriers crossing the bases
In practice,bese widths of 09001 to 08003 inch can be realized, but
the degree of control is not too greets Most alloy junction tren-
sistors are the PNP type because of the superior alloying properties
of iniumo

Alloy junction transistors are used in low level audio amplifiers,
audio frequency power amplifiers, and low frequency switching circuitso
The design has not found much epplication st high frequencieso The
alloy process is well suited to the fabrication of power transistors
for the following reasons:

(1) The emitter can be heavily doped to give good
injection efficiency at high current levelss Gallium, which has a
higher solubility than indium in solid germanim, can be added to the
emitter alloy to give these low resistivitiess

(2) With proper techniques it is possible to make
uniform, lerge~eree junctionso

(3) Efficient heat transfer from the collector junction
can be accomplished by soldering the collector directly to e heet
sinks The thermal resistance of germanium is considerably higher than
that of indium, and using the alloy process the only germanium in the
heat path is the thin recrystelized regions

An additional advantage of the alloy process is that it can be
performed by automatic machinery which lowers the device cost con~
sidereblyo

Alloying techniques have been used on silicon with varying
degrees‘of successo Problems are encountered in finding suitable
elloys. Most tend to be very brittleo Furthermore, wetting of
silicon with the alloy is hampered by the formation of silicon
dioxide on the crystal surfaces Alloy junction silicon transistors
have not seen much use, but alloy emitters are widely used on silicon
diffused base trnnsistorso The impurity is usually vacuum deposited
on the crystal surface end alloyed by subsequent heating»

t
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Diffusione Silicon and germanium can be doped by exposing a
crystsl to the vapors of an appropriate impurity at temperatures below
the melting point of the crystal» Activated by thermal agitation,
the impurity atoms bombard the crystal, some of them fixing them~
selves into the crystal structure by displacing the parent etomso
This will not just occur on the surfaces The impurities can pentrate
some distance into the crystal, but the number reaching the interior
will fall off rapidly with distances A comparatively long time is
required for the impurities to diffuse into the crystal which makes
the process easily controlledo

Diffusion doping is carried out in an evacuated furnaces The
crystal and a volatile impurity ere inserted into the furnaces On

heating, some of the impurity will evaporate into the chamber nd
diffuse into the crystal» The depth of pentration will depend on
the time of exposure, the temperature; and the impurity used
(smaller impurity atoms diffuse more repidly)¢

A PN junction can be formed on a doped crystal using diffusion
dopingo For example, if a donor impurity is diffused into a P~type
crystal, an impurity reversal will take place near the surface of
the crystal; and a juntion will be formedo The diffusedeimpurity
concentration will fall off exponentially with distance from the
surface so a graded junction will be produceds This is shown in
figure 5@1D¢ The impurity distribution and junction depth can be
closely controlledo

at the present time the most important use of diffusion
techniques is in the production of high performance transistorso
A diffused base transistor is shown in figure 50110 Acceptor
impurities are diffused into the top of a thin N-type wafer,
producing a junction about 000005 inch below the surfacee Two
thin metalic strips are depositd on the diffused P layers The
assembly is then heatedo One of the metal strips is a P—type
impurity so it alloys into the P-type base forming an ohmic
contacts The other strip is en N~type impurity so it forms an
alloy emitter on the bases The crystal is then soldered to the
transistor case which serves as a heat sink and a collector
terminal o

The dvantages of this construction should be noted: The
collector junction is graded giving a high collection breakdown
voltage and low junction capacitanceo The impurity distribution
in the base is graded giving rise to an accelerating drift fields
The graded base extends ell the wsy to the surface so the injected
carriers are accelerated away from the surface, and surface recon?
bination is greatly reducedo The base is extremely thine Base
widths of 000001 inch can be realized in productions An alloy
emitter is usedo This gives high injection efficiencies at high
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current l6V6l5o A short thermal path is provided between the col»
lector and the heat sink. In addition, the diffusion process is
applicable to silicon. The collector junction of silicon transistors
can be operated at e higher tepersture, greatly increasinggmaximnm
power dissipation» Large ares planer junctions can be produced with-
out complications The entire operation can be controlled closely
and yields transistors having uniform cherecteristicsq

Another diffused base transistor is shown in figure 5°12. It‘
is similar to the one already described except that speciel techniques
along with the "mesa? construction ere employed to greetly reduce
Si-Zea

In the mesa transistor the emitter and the base contact are
deposited on the diffused base. Typically, both are e few ten thou-
sandths of an inch wide, The excess material surrounding these con-
tacts is etched ewey leaving a small mesa protruding from the base
crystal» This greatly reduces junction ereeq The emitter an base
leads are fine gold wires that are compression bonded to the deposited

o

Significant results ere obtainable with the mesa construction.
Transistors capable of delivering several watts at frequencies above
250 megacycles have been made» High power mesa transistors that
operate at kilowatt power levels at frequencies in the order of
19 megacycles are being developeds nd an experinentsl mess tren-
sistor that operates above lO09 megecycles hes been built» In this
transistor, the area of the mesa is less than the cross-sectional
ares of s human hairs

Double Diffusion» If e fest-diffusing acceptor impurity and
a high—solubility donor impurity are simultaneously diffused into e
P—type crystal, a NPN structure will be producede This is illustrated
in figure 5013c The acceptor impurity will diffuse furthest into the
crystal, but the donor will be present in higher concentration near
the surfaces As the acceptor concentration falls off with dstencs, the
inpurity type nd.ll._,rsv.ert egfthe original Netypel smell "bees Widths can be
obtained with this methods Since the process is governed entirely by
the physical laws of diffusion, the results ere easily reproducedo

Double diffusion techniques are particularly applicable to the
fabrication of mess transistorso The usual method of lead attachment
is shown in figure 5o1ho Connection is made to the base through the
emitters The bonding process used to make this connection is similar
to elloyingo Thus, when the eluinum wire is bonded to the mess, it
is surrounded by e P+ regrowthe 3 PP+" ohmic contact is made to the
base, but the PN junction formed with the emitter prevents shorting
of the base lead to the emitters Similarly, the antimony doped
emitter lead is surrounded by a N‘* regrowth that makes en ohmic
contact with the emitter, but will form e PN junction if it penetrates
through to the bases
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In power transistors of this type, it is desirable to diffuse
a high~so1nbility donor impurity into the bottom of the wafero This
gives a triple diffused N#PNN4’structure@ The highly doped region
diffused into the collector reduces the thermal resistance between
the collector junction and the heat sink, thereby facilitating the
removal of heat.

Alloy Diffused Junctions“ Multiple junctions can also be formed
in a single,operation using the a1loy—diffusion pPOCG$So An indiume
galliumearsenic alloy is placed on a P-type crystal and heatdu When

the alloy melts, arsenic will diffuse into the P-type crystal below
the molten alloy and produce an impurity reversal since it diffuses
considerably faster than either gallium or indium“ When the assembly
is cooled, gallium which hes the highest maximum content in solid
germaniu will dominate in the recrystalized region, Hence, a
P—type alloy emitter surrounded by a thin N-type layer will be
formede ,This is illustrated in figure 50150

i Arsenic is usually evaporated into the furnace during this
process to produce a low resistivity N~type layer on the crystal
surfaceo This serves two purposese First, a low resistance con-
tact can be made to the base on this surfacee Secondly, a strong
drift field is created near the surface by the impurity gradient.
This field turns the injected carriers away from the surface and
reduces surface recombinationo An indiumralloy contact is also
fused to the P—type crystals This contact does not serve as a
collector, but instead it provides a low resistance path for the
removal of heat from the collector junctions

illoyediffused transistors have found application at high
frequencies and as low frequency power amplifiers where collector
voltage nd operating frequency requirements cannot be satisfied
by alloy junction transistorso is with other diffusion transistors,
the alloyhdiffused transistor has a narrow base, graded base
resistivity, and graded collector junctions The design is not
adaptable to making very small devices, as in the mesa construction»
It is, however, more economical since fewer operations are required
in manufactureo The major frequency limitation of this transistor
is the large area of the collector junction, but the design is
useful at frequencies as high as 100 megacycleso

METAIPSEMICONDUCTOR CONTACTS

Q

when a metal is attached to a semiconuctor, either a rectifying
or an ohmic contact will be formedo The type will depend on the metal
used, the conductivity type of the semiconductor an the surface
condition of the semiconductor where contact is made» Many metals
will form a rectifying contact on a N—type semiconductor, but few
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1».will produce rectifying contacts on P-type material. Any rectifying

contact will be degraded if mechanical defects or contaminants are
present near the surface.

Metal—ssmiconductor contacts can also be classified as injecting
or noninjecting. Rectifying contacts will inject minority carriers i

into the semiconductor while ohmic contacts will not. This distinction" '
points out the necessity of strictly ohmic contacts in some applications.
For example, if an injecting contact were made to the base of a tran-
sistor, injectd minority carriers would be swept across the collector
junction. This would increase the base current and reduce the current
gain of the device. Injecting contacts have already been mentioned in
connection with the PNPM transistor in chapter A.

t Soldering, Almost any soldered contact will be ohmic. Eoldering
introduces defects into the semiconductor from thermal stresses set up
during the operation. Hence, essentially ohmic contacts will be formed
even when the metals used normally produce rectifying contacts. Appro-
priate dopants are usually added to the solder when the requirements
for a noninjecting contact are demanding. These dopants are selected
so that NN**'or PP*“- junctions are produced on the semiconductor in
the soldering operation.

Bonding. A bonded contact is formed by fusing a metal containing
certain impurities to the semiconductor. This is usually accomplished
by the simultaneous application of heat and pressure. During the

‘ process, a liquid solution of the metal and the semiconductor is created
at the interface of the two materials. Upon cooling, doped semiconductor
is redoposited around the contact. The junction formed is similar in
many respects to an alloy junction, and sometimes no distinction is
made between the two processes. The primary differences are the time
required for junction formation and the method of applying heat. The
time required for boning is appreciably less. Heat is applied by
passing a high current through the contact or by conduction through
the metal. Wetting of the contact area can usually be accomplished
by the application of sufficient pressure.

By the choice of suitable contact materials, bonded contacts can
be made either ohmic or rectifying. For example, diodes have been
made by bonding an aluminum wire to N-type silicon. Alninum is an
acceptor impurity so the regrowth aroun the wire is B-type and a PN
junction is formed. The same contact applied to P—type silicon
would provide an ohmic PP*' junction. Similarly, if a copper wire
containing phosphorous were bonded to P-type germanium, a rsctifyin
contact would be produced. Phosphorous would dominate in the regrowth
since it has a lower melting point, higher segregation coefficient,
and higher maximum.solubility than copper. Hence, the regrowth will
be'N3type.
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Bonded contacts are frequently employed as the rectifying junction
of medium power,diode rectifierss The method is less complicated than
alloying, particularly for silicon,because wetting of the contact area
is difficult when conventional alloying techniques are useds

Another important application of bonding is the making of small
ar ohmic contacts to transistorss For instance, bonding is used to
attach the base lead to grown junction transistors and, as shown in
the previous section, to attach the emitter and base leads to double
diffused transistors. Compression bonding is usually employed for
these small area COnta§tSo Sufficient pressure is applied to the
lead to melt the semiconductor» Heat is not applied from an external
SOI‘1J.C 6 o

Vgpgr DG2OSitiOng A metal can be evaporated in an evacuated
chamber and,deposited on a semiconductors The presence of surface
oxides on the semiconductor degrades the performance of these con-
tacts, but an alloy junction (rectifying or ohmic) can be formed
by heating the deposited contacts Therefore, this method is
essentially on extention of alloying techniquess

One advantage of vapor deposition is that intricate contact
pattern can be reproduced on a semiconductor surface. A contact is
‘deposited over the entire surfaces The desired pattern is then
registered on the surface using photographic masking techniqueso
Subsequent etching will remove undersired portions of the contact,
Very small patterns (down to the resolution power of a microscope)
can be successfully reproduced using this systems The emitter and
base contacts of diffused base mesa transistors are applied by
vapor deposition»

Electroplgting. Good quality rectifying contacts can be s1ec~
troplated directly onto a semiconuctors The success of this process
depends on the cleaning of the crystal surface prior to plating by
electrolytic etching. The contacts are then electrodeposited with-
out removing the crystal from the electrolyte, which prevents
possible contamination.

The surface barrier transistor is an unusual design that uses
electrodeposited contacts for the emitter and collectors The manu~
facturing process involves the electrolytic etching of depressions
into opposite sides of a N-type germanium.wafer. This is accomplished
by directing small jets of an electrolyte against opposite faces of
the wafer and passing a current from the electrolyte into the ger-
maniue The system is shown in figure 50170 After etching, metali
ions in the electrolyte are plated into the wells by reversing the
etching current.
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An automatic control over base width is inherent in the etching

processs During etching,depletion regions are formed near the surface

of the crystal in contact with the solution. When the depletion regions

on each side of the crystal meet, etching will stop and current will
drop Offs Thus, flat bottomed wells-separated by about 0,0001 inch are

f0rmede

SURFACE TREATMENT AN ENCAPSULnTION
’

.8 4

The condition of the crystal surface near a junction of a diode

or transistor greatly affects the performance of the devices It is
desirable to have the surface free from contaminants, defects, and

mechanical strain. This is necessary to reduce surface recombination

of minority carriers and to eliminate conducting paths across the

junction.

The usual method used to clean the surface is chemical or elec-

trolytic etching. Etching removes the damaged portions of the crystal

and produces a clean, mirror—like finish,

Even when the surface is properly cleaned, it has been found

that the absorption of water vapor and air affects device performance

in an unpredictable fashion, These contaminants can cause large

changes in characteristics, particularly the reverse current of a

back-biased junction or the current gain of a transistor. Therefore,

it is usually necessary to outgas the completed units in a vacuum.

This should be done at a high temperature, but the temperature is
limited by the device. After outgassing, the diodes and transistors \

must somehow be protected from the tmosphere. The most effective
protection is to hermetically seal the device in an inert atmosphere.

L Coating with some protective compound such as silicone grease and

encapsulation in plastic has been shown effective for noncritical
applications, l

’ The encapsulation used must also provide for the dissipation of

heat from the transistor” In low power units no special precautions

are required since adequate cooling can be provided by conduction

through the leads» Medium power transistors should be mounted directly
to a metal case» This is also true for high power transistors except

that the case must be designed so that it can be fastened to a heat

sinks
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